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help of the 300-610 valid exam cram, you can not only enlarge
your sight, but also master the professional skills.
Issues and Techniques Related to Scaling, This 300-610 Real
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thinkactand hire like 300-610 Valid Real Exam an internal
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time.
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Questions and Answers FormatWdh-Namgiang Study Guides, Dumps
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NEW QUESTION: 1
The routing protocol defines the communication rules between

routers.
A. True
B. False
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are implementing Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)
FastConnect to access OCI public access points (e.g.
- object storage). You want other Internet traffic from your
on-premises environment to use your existing connection with
your ISP.
What is the correct way to establish OCI FastConnect to access
these OCI public endpoints?
A. Configure public peering on your FastConnect link with a
static route that points to OCI object storage service.
B. Configure private peering on your FastConnect link.
Redistribute BGP routes learned into your existing routing
table and advertise a default from your network infrastructure
to OCI.
C. Configure public peering on your FastConnect link.
Redistribute BGP routes learned into your existing routing
table and advertise a specific route for your network
infrastructure to OCI.
D. Configure private peering on your FastConnect link with a
static route that points to OCI object storage service.
Answer: B
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Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
In order for an administrator to utilize a Citrix deployment
that includes Citrix NetScaler with VMware Identity Manager,
what does the administrator need to deploy?
A. Integration Broker

B. A custom ICA file
C. Citrix web interface
D. Citrix Receiver
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://pubs.vmware.com/identity-manager-27/index.jsp?topic=%2F
com.vmware.wspresource_27%2FGUID-13324012-A09E-4009-ACE0-74E54334948C.html
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